Conference
Catalyst

A conference provides an opportunity for people to learn, share and
network, however, with a little sprinkle of energy and meaningful
engagement it can be transformed into a lifetime experience.
Rahul utilizes his brilliant art of presenting an event and brings to life the theme of an event using
concepts like motivational talks, simulated team building activities and TV Game shows modules.

How does the catalyst work?
Rahul kicks off the event with an energizer or a motivational talk based on the conference theme, which
helps participants get familiar with each other and also experience one of the attributes of the theme.
Then depending on the conference format he takes the stage 3-4 times to deliver the key messages using
various methodologies. He also creates a powerful experience for the participants during the concluding
session of the conference and produce magical moments that are remembered for long.

What Leaders are Saying...
Rahul’s high energy, passion and enthusiasm

You kept our large team engaged all

with a great mix of humor & innovative use of

though the conference. I have never seen a team

technology keeps the audience engaged very

so energized before in a conference. Getting you

meaningfully. He is a brilliant speaker, awesome

on board for our event was a great decision and

entertainer and a able facilitator all rolled into one.

you made all the difference.

Janesh Moorjani
Managing Director, Cisco India

Vinu Krishna Murthy
Senior Director, Adobe

Why Rahul?

1.
2.
3.

He is a brilliant speaker who also knows
when to stop.

4.

He is an affable presenter who can fill the
hall with pleasant emotions and contagious.

He is a great story teller who can to inspire.
He is an effective facilitator who can help
people collaborate.

Rahul brings to the table a unique
combination of skills and strengths.
He has inspired over 120,000 people thorough
his talks
Hosted over 2,000 events involving high profile
government officials, crickets, film stars,
authors, thinkers, spiritual and business
leaders.
He is at home while working with senior
leaders from across the globe and also when
he is addressing young vibrant workforce in
various conferences.

He is an ENTREPRENEUR, SPEAKER, PRESENTER and an AUTHOR.

Top 10 Clients

Does you event have a Conference Catalyst?
Book Rahul now for your event!
www.rahulkapoor.in | rahul@rahulkapoor.in | +91 80 2346 9391

